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Abstract—Metastability is a property appearing in a system of non-linearly coupled non-linear oscillators wherein the units exhibit simultaneously a tendency to function autonomously (local segregation) and a tendency for coordinated activity (global integration). This property has been observed to emerge in systems with broken symmetry (different intrinsic frequencies of the constituent oscillators) when a threshold of the balance between local and global coupling strength is reached. Such a system provides an optimal flexibility, i.e. the system presents attraction without attractor and can rapidly shift from one tendency to another. We hypothesize here that metastability is a principle underlying neuro-cognitive organization.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is now widely accepted that the brain is a self-organized system. In general, systems formed by multiple quasi-identical units can adopt various states. Among others, simple examples are relaxation to uniform level of activity (a state with no spatial variability and with a monotonic temporal dynamic), or gradients (a state with no temporal variability but with the organization of a monotonic change in space).

“Patterns” are transient forms of organization of a system presenting repeating structures in the time and space domains. They are taking place in a sparsely and anisotropically connected network of neurons.

Further postulates on the dynamics of succession between patterns led us to a theory of metastability in (large-scale) neurocognitive networks [1], [2]. This view was later developed in several other research groups [3], [4], [5].

The property of metastable systems has first been investigated in behavioral systems [6], [7]. Using theoretical modeling of those systems, it was shown that metastable states emerged for a critical threshold of the balance between intrinsic and extrinsic coupling strength (see figure 1). In a simulated neuronal system, Friston [3] demonstrated that measures of metastability presented a non-monotonical U curve, reaching a maximum when the extrinsic connectivity is...
present but sparse, and disappearing for global coherence when the extrinsic connectivity reaches higher values. Recent quantitative estimations of the cortical connectivity reinforced this hypothesis: mathematical estimation are incompatible with a dense cortical connectivity matrix at the macroscale [8], [9].

II. CRITICALITY

Similar to Friston’s simulation study [3], the bounded pervasiveness of large-scale brain coherence is observed in the biological brain.

In the complex cognitive architecture, both cues of organization and fluctuations are observable. These two poles situate the brain system as intermediary between completely determined architectures where adaptation to infinite range of environmental changes is not possible and completely dissipative architectures where stability is not possible [10]. These boundaries have been more recently conceptualized in term of criticality [11] (see figure 2).

Stability is enrooted in the philogenetic and ontogenetic constraints exerted over the structural and functional connectivity of the brain [12]. Only a subset of all the possible configurational states of $10^{14}$ neurons constituting the human brain can be expressed, owing to the mutual constraints existing at the local and global scales. The tradeoff of stability, quantitatively, is to allow enough activation so as to enable the selective propagation of information at a large scale relevant for cognition, without invading the totality of the network, where any computational potential would be lost. Loss of computational potential is seen in some pathological states such as generalized epilepsy, where the totality of the network is transiently kindled into hypersynchronous firing, and where any sign of cognitive activity including consciousness is lost [13].

On the other hand, fluctuations or “noise” are a necessary feature of brain organization [10], [1], [14]. A stable system, at best, would stay entrapped to some stereotyped successions of reactive states and would be rendered unable to produce any kind of new or adaptative behavior [15]. At worse, it would reach equilibrium. We suggest that the balance between extrinsic and instrinsic coupling strength is the key element for this criticality.

III. RESILIENCE OF COGNITIVE STATES WITHIN THE EVER-CHANGING BRAIN

The brain is a machine of very dynamic essence. At the same time than fluctuations and changes are required for adaptive and evolutive cognition, the plasticity of the brain is an issue to be addressed when one wants to implement there stable or reproducible cognitive states. Within its interconnected tissue, the configuration of neural activity is ever-changing: for two hypothetically perfect “iterations” of the exact same endogenous or incoming energy (eg. precise repetition of the same perceptual state, with the body in the same...
position, in a quiescent resting brain...), the configuration of neural activity would never be the same. Specific neurons may be available or refracted depending on recent activity. Neurons may have modified their susceptibility to the incoming energy due to plasticity at the synaptic scale. Hence, the coding in the brain can not be hidden in some cryptology of activity at the neural level.

Despite of those variations, the brain proves constantly its ability to realize functional equivalence, i.e. the accomplishment of resilient cognitive state over changing configurations of neural activities. “In what is it surprising?”, one may say, there is a colossal amount of neurons in the brain with spatially recursive mapping [16], when any one neural agent is not ready for its assignation, dozen may substitute themselves to ensure the job is done. The problem is that, stable patterns of neuronal activity can correspond to similar outcomes of cognitive states only in limited conditions.

The general rule in interconnected multi-element structures is that small initial differences may quickly explode in dramatically different outcome. What is needed to ensure the continuity of brain state in such situation? Two elements of response are proposed: First, attractors, or their remnants may allow the expression of stable cognitive state in a continuously changing neuronal substratum. In artificial neural networks, attractors have shown their resilience to partial or noisy informational source. Once established, the brain states are recovered even in noisy or occluded representation of the initial condition that preluded to its formation [17]. Second, the proper locus of the expression of cognitive states has to be postulated at the mesoscale rather than at the microscale [18]. There, the details of local activity do not matter any more, and emphasis is brought to the establishment of large-scale activity.

IV. LARGE SCALE COGNITIVE FUNCTION

In line with a long tradition of single-cell neurophysiology [19], [20], [21], neuroscientists have been trying to understand the function of sensory brain areas by speculating on the tuning properties of their constituent neurons and their place on the hypothesized hierarchy of cortical areas. There, large-scale relations between brain areas do not matter as much as the activity expressed at the local scale, and how well the areas dynamically interact does not matter as much as how well they are anatomically wired together (hierarchical organization).

This theory does not explain well the strategy of the brain to slowly evolve or recombine its “coding preferences” from one area to the next. Taking the example of the visual system, we know many of the preferences of the neurons in each area of the occipital brain and we know that a giving feature to which a neuron responds vigorously in a given area will certainly be responded to some extend in the next area. We are not giving enough consideration to this slowly evolving mapping of stimulus preferences in successive brain areas. Why does the brain would spend some much energy and space to encode redundantly the same feature over and over again? What is fundamentally missed there is not what the neurons are doing in a given area, but how the brain uses the combinatorics of the states within successive areas to give sense to (sensory) information. Theories of large-scale brain function are able to implicitly capture this relational coding
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strategy, emphasizing the need for large-scale integration.

V. INTEGRATION

The large scale integrative tendencies of the brain have been captured by measuring transient increase in (linear) coherence between neurons or brain areas [22],[23],[24].

The precise nature of large-scale interaction, however, remains partially ununderstood. For long, the brain functioning was conceptualized as a serial transfer of information from an area to the next and so on. This theory does not resist to two major observations. First, the activity of brain areas is persistent [25], [26] and overlapping (eg. [27], [28], [29]. Second, long-range brain connectivity is typically [30], [31]. The feedback system is massive, 5 of the 6 cortical layers receiving top-down input by higher areas [32].

In consequence of this architecture, the activity of a brain area dynamically integrates reverberations of its activity with its persistent proper activity per se. It creates complex propagation patterns including maxima and minima, owing to the circulation loops with partner brain areas belonging to the same functional network. Those loops preclude the formation of brain rhythms, and their sequential recruitment and dissolution precludes the finer description of dynamical pattern formation and metastability.

Hence, a strong physical constraint in the expression of large-scale oscillatory activity between two electively connected local areas is provided by the pathway length, i.e. the size in millisecond of the loop linking related brain areas. It is suggested that longer-range interaction implements longer loops and relies on lower frequencies than short-range interaction [33]. Let us note however that each area is typically connected to more than a single other, therefore it is constrained by several characteristic periodicities. Those areas exert mutual influence that would be reconciled only for a finite number of their relative configurational states. Those possible configurational states are the brain patterns supporting cognition.

VI. SEGREGATION

As seen previously, integration has to be limited to prevent the loss of selectivity. The complementary requirement to large-scale integration is the preservation of the intrinsic activity expressed in the local areas (local segregation). Oscillatory behavior recorded at the (local) mesoscopic level is only circumstantially related to the intrinsic period of neuronal spiking events [34]-[37], [1]. Rather, the local oscillatory activity is an emergent property of varying neuronal activities and is typically idiosyncratic to each specific brain area. As seen both in pathological [13] and resting state, the attunement of local activity to the global oscillatory pattern prevents the expression of the specific activity supported by the parcellated brain areas and disrupt cognition. Therefore, mechanisms operating toward the preservation of local activity are to be present at the same time then mechanisms of binding between different areas. This fundamental requirement finds a ground in metastability, where those two complementary requirements were shown to be co-present.

VII. NESTED SYSTEMS IN SPACE AND TIME

A final postulate of the neuro-cognitive system
is the lack of characteristic time-scale. The concept of function is used to refer to goal-oriented activity of the cognitive system. It is unspecified in its time-scale and degree of generality, and can encompass lasting and plural sets of cognitive operations such as those forming the maintenance in episodic memory of a multisensory experience and more elementary particles of cognition such as those recruited instantaneously during the retrieval of the name associated to a visually presented face. The brain functioning is flexibly adapted to these multiple spatio-temporal scales by introducing the concept of nested distributed modules [38] which are fitted neuroanatomically by postulating a granular or hierarchical organization [39]. Kelso [1] has shown that several cognitive behavior presented a power law scaling, ie. they can range a wide variety of time scale. Systems can be nested in time by their fractal scaling. There, the history of previous states, not only the current state, matters for the forthcoming activity with weak correlation between processes realized at different time-scale.
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